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The History of Modern Music (Music Scene)
Describes the history of popular music
genres, starting with the rock-and-roll
movement of the 1950s. Explains how
genres have been created based on social
and cultural events through recent history.
Case studies highlight how world events
and technology influenced artists that led
new genres of music--Provided by
publisher.
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Music of Washington, D.C. - Wikipedia This article includes an overview of the major events and trends in popular
music in the 1960s. The success of rock music and bands in the Japan started a new generation, known as Group
Sounds, which .. Country rock was particularly popular in the Californian music scene, where it was adopted by bands
including Music of Italy - Wikipedia Germany claims some of the renowned composers, producers and performers of
the world. Germany is the largest music market in Europe, and third largest in the world. German Classical is one of the
most performed in the world German composers include some of the most accomplished and popular in history, The
Electro and Techno scene being internationally popular with Paul van American popular music - Wikipedia The city
also has a distinguished history with local indie rock and music scene, known for acts like Dieselboy and Josh Wink.
Music of New York City - Wikipedia American popular music has had a profound effect on music across the world.
The country has .. Easily the single most popular style of music worldwide, rocks exact origins and early .. During the
1970s, however, most of these styles were not part of mainstream music, and were evolving in the underground music
scene. Music of the Netherlands - Wikipedia Denmarks most famous classical composer is Carl Nielsen, especially
remembered for his six The modern pop and rock scene has produced a few names of note, including MO, Lukas
Graham, D-A-D, Tina Dico, .. As with rock music, the Danish pop scene has started to benefit from the Music Export
Denmark initiative. Music of Japan - Wikipedia Alternative rock is a genre of rock music that emerged from the
independent music underground of the 1980s and became widely popular in the 1990s. to define a number of distinct
styles (and music scenes) such as noise pop, indie rock, . Throughout much of its history, alternative rock has been
largely defined by its Popular music of Birmingham - Wikipedia Popular music - Wikipedia The music of Australia
has an extensive history made of music societies. Indigenous Australian Contemporary Australian music ranges across a
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broad spectrum with trends .. A small electronic music scene emerged around Sydney and Melbourne, with Severed
Heads, Ollie Olsens No, and Foil all peaking in the 1990s. Music of Denmark - Wikipedia A fervent nationalist,
Dvorak used the folk music of his native land the New York classical music scene included Charles Griffes, worked in
jazz, popular music or any other field he primarily Popular music of Manchester - Wikipedia The music of France
reflects a diverse array of styles. In the field of classical music, France has produced a number of prominent romantic
composers, while folk and popular music have seen the rise of the chanson and cabaret style. French music history dates
back to organum in the 10th century, followed by the Notre 1960s in music - Wikipedia Detroit, Michigan is a major
center in the United States for the creation and performance of music, and is the birthplace of the musical subgenres
known as The Motown Sound and Techno. The Metro Detroit area has a rich musical history spanning the past century,
From the 1960s on, the nightclubs and music venues in Detroit could be Popular music in the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia The music of Japan includes a wide array of performers in distinct styles both traditional and
Local music often appears at karaoke venues, which is on lease from the record . Its origins are uncertain, but can be
stretched out as far back as the 7th These are traditional Japanese instruments, but modern instrumentation, Music
history of the United States in the 1960s - Wikipedia The western-influenced pop and rock music was socially
accepted, the Yugoslav pop and rock music scene was well developed and Music of South Africa - Wikipedia Venues
for music in Italy include concerts at the many Military bands, too, are popular in Italy. rock-based music and rhythms
to move a story along in a combination of songs and dialogue. Contemporary classical music - Wikipedia The
Netherlands has multiple musical traditions. Contemporary Dutch popular music Most of the best-known DJs in the
EDM scene (and the world) hail from the . It started with Peter Koelewijn in the late 1950s, the first to sing Rock and
Roll Music of Chicago - Wikipedia Maryland has produced popular musicians from many fields, This scene was
started in the late 1970s with The Obsessed, Music of Australia - Wikipedia Other 19th century musicians included the
minstrel singer and Todd Duncan was a D.C.-born singer who made history by being the first develop its own music
scene, with a number of styles evolving by the end of the century. Some popular singers from later decades include
Roberta Flack Alternative rock - Wikipedia Because Seattle is Washingtons largest city, the music of Seattle has long
played a major role in the music of Washington, in genres of alternative rock that included grunge, and major bands like
Nirvana and Pearl Jam. Seattle remains home to several influential bands, labels, and venues. Seattles music history
begins in the mid-19th century, when the first Rock music - Wikipedia Music of Russia denotes music produced in
Russia and/or by Russians. Russia is a large and Russian music went through a long history, beginning from ritual folk
songs and the sacred music of the Russian Orthodox Church. as well as Soviet composers, while the modern styles of
Russian popular music developed, Music history of the United States - Wikipedia Chicago, Illinois is a major center
for music in the midwestern United States where distinctive Chicagos music scene has been well known for its blues
music for many years. Chicago Blues While the origins of the name house music are unclear, the most popular belief is
that it can be traced to the name of that club. Music of Philadelphia - Wikipedia Manchesters music scene had
successful groups before the mid-1970s, including The Hollies, . The history of the Manchester music scene over this
period was dramatised in Michael Winterbottoms 2002 film 24 Hour Party People and the Music of Germany Wikipedia Popular music is music with wide appeal that is typically distributed to large audiences through .. The genre
of music, Maskanda, is popular in its culture of origin, South Africa. Another music scene that is popular in Indonesia is
Punk rock. Music of Canada - Wikipedia Birminghams culture of popular music first developed in the mid-1950s. By
the early 1960s the citys music scene had emerged as one of the largest and culture of experimentation has made
Birmingham a fertile birthplace of new musical Music of Russia - Wikipedia Much of this early American music still
survives in Sacred Harp. popular songwriters in American music history: Thomas D. Rice, Daniel theatres became
among the most renowned venues in the city. Music of France - Wikipedia The South African music scene includes
both popular (jive) and folk forms. Pop styles are . The port city had a long history of musical interaction with seafaring
players. The rise of the Coon Carnival and the visionary talent of Abdullah Ibrahim Music of Detroit - Wikipedia Rock
music is a genre of popular music that originated as rock and roll in the United States in .. By the end of 1962, what
would become the British rock scene had started with beat groups like the Beatles, Gerry & the Pacemakers and the
1950s in music - Wikipedia Popular music of the United States in the 1960s became innately tied up into causes,
opposing .. Country rock was particularly popular in the Californian music scene, where it was adopted by bands
including Hearts and Flowers, Poco and Music of Seattle - Wikipedia Contemporary classical music can be understood
as belonging to the period that started in the . New Complexity is a current within todays European contemporary
avant-garde music scene, named in reaction to the New Simplicity. Amongst Music of the United States - Wikipedia
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The music of Canada has reflected the diverse influences that have shaped the country. . The Canadian Boat Song was
so popular that it was published several times . Diana has gone on to be one of the best selling 45s in music history. .
Distinctive music scenes have been an integral part of the cultural landscape of Music of Maryland - Wikipedia This
article includes an overview of the major events and trends in popular music in the 1950s. Its immediate origins lay in a
mixing together of various black musical genres of the time, including rhythm and blues and gospel music with .. Ray
Charles and Fats Domino help bring blues into the popular music scene.
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